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Abstract:
Many Static (non-operating) and Online motor test methods have been in use for many 
years. However, we still frequently find that all test methods have situations where faulty 
interpretation of the results occurs. In this presentation we will briefly review the basic 
physics behind the most common, and some uncommon motor test methods. We'll then 
show examples of what expected results look like, along with cases where certain 
combinations of test results are either impossible physically or can be misinterpreted, 
leading to unnecessary diagnostic effort or repair.
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1. Steel balancing bolts in chiller motor rotor = “broken rotor bars”
2. Motor Start problems 

• Quebec City water pump
• Denver Hospital Chiller
• Tennessee grain mill fan

3. Surge Test EAR% Limits too tight 
• EV manufacturer
• Ag company

4. PD false positives
• Steel table
• Stranded cable whiskers
• Concrete floors = moisture, conductive dirt on floor - Don’t lay form wound coils on steel table or dirty floor !

5. AC Highpot HV coupling with other cables, surrounding structure
• Steel table, steel frame, long feeder cables, cable conduits – measure the voltage before you connect your tester !

6. Power Quality analyzer on pool pump
• Running speed
• Various harmonics
• Broken/cracked Bars
• Torque variation
• DQ orbit

7. Resistance test while shaft on turning gear
8. Test from motor control cabinet, other cables in cable tray, up to 90V induced voltage, lots of weird measurements – check voltage at connections before

connecting static tester
9. Natureworks, stirring tank, drive software control fault at low levels, motor OK
10. Large coal power plant vertical lift pump in cooling pond, 20-ft shaft, vibration, meters oscillating, pump cavitation, directional inlet nozzle
11. Recent LEMUG presentation
12. Environmental BS

• South Louisiana shipyard, Temperature & humidity, 4KV motor, get to 8KV, trip hipot, fan blowing humid air over
• Huntsville wind tunnel, 13.8KV motors, 4kv turning gear motors, trying 26VDC excitation, film of dust on cables, can’t get to required voltage 
• Bad test leads, dirty connections…
• Carry a can of spray contact cleaner (NOT carb cleaner!) or mass airflow cleaner

In Today’s 90 min Presentation, Lots of Case Histories … If We Have Time !!
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Broken Rotor Bars? 
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Chiller A Chiller B
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Any magnetic asymmetry in an induction rotor

- Rotor core construction (6 spokes)
- Broken bar(s)
- Cracked end ring
- Porosity in cast rotor
- Material anomaly 
- …

Will produce the “broken rotor bars” symptom in 
vibration, line current, and growler test results.
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Rotor current analysis, circa 1985 
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Ethanol Plant Agitator
Occasional Tripping



Online Example - Agitator

• A VFD driven agitator motor was tripping off line
intermittently causing great concern, the least of 
which was lost revenue.

• 3 motors were used, all “had the same problem”

• Motors were tested with offline techniques. One 
motor had a PD on surge measurement – all found 
to be OK.

• Online measurements showed the problem……
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Mixing Paddle Signature

Current, Voltage, Power, Torque change every time 
mixing paddle moved past a reagent input pipe

This transient wasn’t the problem
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Rotational speed: ~1 revolution / 15 sec, 3 stirring blades, Viscosity ~water



1-1/2 Cycle Transients 
Observed

DCS systems cannot pick up this kind of 
problem. Typically, DCS’s sample every 1-10 
seconds. They cannot see high speed 
transients like these.
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The Problem – The Drive Firmware

The VFD was found to have a bug in the firmware that made the drive 
drop out intermittently. A correction to the firmware and everything OK.

It wasn’t the motor.
It wasn’t the process.
It wasn’t the gearbox.

But how would you tell?

Must have a way to observe & record voltages & currents with enough 
resolution to see what is going on. This kind of trouble shooting allows 
you to eliminate components.

Only after concluding the problem had to be the drive did somebody at 
the drive manufacturer finally admit there was a firmware problem.
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Hospital Chillers
1 of 6 identical units, fails to start
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PTs

VFD

To motor

Voltage measurements made upstream from VFD
on the voltage bus, due to cabinet access restrictions

Main chillers for Denver hospital
4,000 HP Induction Motors

6 units, One unit consistently stalled during start

Pri
CTs
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Successful Start

Note, VFD-controlled line voltage 
produces ramped current

Bus voltage
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Trip: Stalled < Full speed

Stall point

Trip point
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Resolution:

Increase allowable VFD current by <10%, motor starts.
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Motor = Torque Sensor
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Balanced voltage, current, phase, PF = 0.8 Same but 2% voltage unbalance
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Duke Energy Roxboro, NC      2,422 MW       4x Generators    Coal-fired Steam Plant, Opened 1966
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3x lift pumps in cooling pond
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Cavitation
(bursts of
random
vibration)

Cracked Shaft
(steady-state 
vibration, power, 
torque)

Pump 2Pump 1

Torque Example
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Corn Grinder
(“What’s NOT the problem?”)
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Complaint: Line current fluctuation in rebuilt motor

Background Data & Assumptions
1. 250HP Induction motor, direct drive, no gearbox (no elements rotating ~ 1 Hz).
2. Mechanical load described as “corn grinder with 2 disks” but has not been considered in 

detail; no details on driven equipment available at time of this analysis.
3. Sensor calibrations are ~correct (there is a slight error somewhere because PF is ~0.92 at 

rated current, which is high unless PF correction devices are in the circuit).
4. Motor speed was not measured.
5. 2x / 4-0 motor leads per phase, current measured in only one; assume equal current in 

each.

Not the actual system; a 
typical industrial grain mill
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Start and 1st minute of operation
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See next slide…

Torque
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See next slide…
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MDS Overview 10/23/2019 RGS

Conclusions:
1. Starting torque and current are near expected levels.
2. Running current & torque are near rated level.
3. Starting time is slightly extended probably due to large load inertia.
4. Slight voltage unbalance causing minor 2x LF ripple in torque but ~ within normal range.
5. Significant quasi-periodic drop in torque & current

a) Period varies from 0.8 to 1.2 sec
b) NOT broken bar signature, though 2x slip = 1 Hz @ rated load, because 

i. asymmetric, 
ii. not reliably periodic and 
iii. % variation in current is far too high; fluctuation of < +/- 10% would be expected if due to severely damaged 

rotor cage.
c) Most likely due to load fluctuation.

i. Grain feed mechanism?
ii. Looseness of mechanical scheme for grinder plate separation?
iii. Grinding friction physics
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Grain Elevator 
Fan Motor Start Problem
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“Customer has 2 new fan installations. Based on application 
data, the fan manufacturer is asking for 400 -450 hp motor. 

The customer had two (repaired) 700hp motors as spares and 
decided to use them.

Motor trips on startup after ~12 sec.

Looks as if the fans are 1800rpm being used with 3600rpm 
motors or the duct work is wide open... ?

I hope you see something I don’t.”

Problem statement submitted from motor repair company:

A high-speed recording (3P volts, amps, no RPM, 100 KHz sample rate) of the motor 
start was submitted with this statement.
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Starting Torque
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Problem: motor starts, trips after about 22 seconds.
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But wait, there’s a problem…

Current clamp was on wrong range, data is clipped.
Actual data instead of 375 Arms, is estimated 530Arms
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After correcting CT setting to avoid overload, a new recording was made. Amplitudes for current now look OK but in 
this recording it appears CTs 1 & 3 were clamped onto the same lead…?
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Amps Phase 1 & 3 are identical-
Clamped onto the same phase?
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Nameplate, datasheet

Calculated

Measured

Corrected due to Amps Clipped

Fan

Inertia 3279 lb.ft^2

137.7 kg.m^2 7.651

Speed 3600 RPM

377.0 rad/sec

Motor

Volts 4160 Volts

Current 82.9 Amps

KW 522 KW

701 HP

Freq 60 Hz

Speed 3585 RPM

375.4 rad/sec

Poles 2

Torque 1390 Nm

Inertia (NEMA estimate) 18 Kg.m^2

KE @ rated Rpm 9,786,400       

Measured Values

Line Volts 3790

Amps 375 530 7.0

Torque 1270 1795 Nm 156%

Watts 475,000           671,333           155%

input energy @ trip 5,657,000       7,995,227       Joules

Start time, seconds 11.9

Rated Amps @ actual voltage 75.5

Rated Torque @ actual voltage 1154 Nm

Rated KW @ actual voltage 433

System KE @ rated motor RPM 10,973,480     Joules

Expected avg accel from acc = T/J 8.2 11.5 rad/sec^2

Expected start time (inertial load only) 46.0 32.6 sec

T=Ja

T 1350 Nm

J 156 kg.m^2

a 8.65                     rad/sec^2

t 22 sec

w=at 190.38                rad/sec^2

synch w 377

50% synch speed

After correcting for this final mistake, the following  
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Spectrogram (Wikipedia)
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Color = Watts Color = Amps

Spectrographic evidence:
Zoom in to +/- 500 Hz  on Y-Axis
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Watts Amps

Fan achieved ~ 50% speed at time of trip

Projected time to fullspeed Fullspeed

Start Trip
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1. Observations:
a. Measured line voltage is 3790 during start, rated volts is 4160. Some sag is 

expected, I highlight it because motor nameplate values have to be adjusted 
for this and because 10% is a lot of sag….

b. Starting Amps is ~7x rated amps at this voltage, which is about right.
c. PF is about 0.17 which is about right. (last week I measured 0.16 on a 4MW, 

13KV motor when starting; 460V motors are typ ~0.2)
d. Measured air gap torque is ~240% rated torque at this voltage, which, not 

knowing this motor’s curve, is reasonable for a locked rotor value.
e. Measured KW is 249% of rated KW is consistent with torque so call it about 

right.
f. ON time before trip was just under 22 sec.
g. Measured energy input at trip point is 27 MJoules. 
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At full speed, just the KE of the motor and fan would be 11 MJoules. 
In our experience with uncoupled motor starts, only 40-60% of input 
energy goes into rotor KE, the rest is wasted on I2R and friction and 
core losses. In this case even less of the input energy went into 
increasing the rotor speed, because the fan inertia is 7.6x motor 
inertia, plus there was at least some aero load and more friction. 

Thus, what the energy data tells me is that the speed at trip was well 
below rated speed, which means the aerodynamic load was relatively 
small, not really a factor.
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Conclusion:

I’d focus on the allowable starting envelope (time at current, etc).

If the protection is set assuming a 400HP motor’s starting amps 
but they’re using a 700HP, that would explain the problem. 

Also, I calculate the expected across-the-line start time for this 
motor at this line voltage with just the (motor+fan) inertial load 
(allowing for aerodynamic load) would be 50 sec at least, longer 
than the time presently allowed by the protection system. That’s a 
long time….and adding aerodynamic load will extend the time 
some. We could estimate the total start time including aero load, 
but the point is made.
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Quebec City Water Pump Station
Frequent Winding Failures
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2.5 Minutes
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Instead of a smooth ramp, local operators programmed in voltage steps.

Current surges repeatedly pound the windings, causing unnecessary stress and leading to 
premature failure.
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Surge Tests
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Modern Surge Tester

R

(DC)
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Divided by

= EAR%

2 Waveforms to be compared
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With & Without Frame Grounded
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Shorted, Random Wound Stator w/o Rotor 

Shorted, Random Wound Stator with Rotor 

(Same XY Scales)

Much larger inductance = much lower frequency
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Turn-turn fault: 
reduced resistance ➔ less damping
reduced inductance➔ increased frequency

Shorted phase: 
reduced resistance ➔ less damping
negligible inductance➔ very high frequency
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Open phase
High resistance
Open circuit except for leakage, so charged 
capacitor drains very slowly
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Voltage-dependent faults

“Pulse-to-pulse” EAR measurement procedure:
Increase voltage between surge pulses, graph EAR vs voltage
Sudden jump ➔ voltage at which arcing fault (insulation breakdown) occurs
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Major faults Minor fault
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Reversed Coil
Grounded phase

Wrong number of turns Wrong polarity phase (reversed phase)
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Turn-turn fault in end turns
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Rotor-Stator Coupling Variation Between Phases of Assembled Motor
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The types of insulation damage that a surge tester can 
find are typical motor construction problems:

· Conductors “falling over” in coil forming process.
· Missing or damaged turn insulation
· Poor resin penetration during VPI
· Voids within coils 
· Severe insulation erosion (chemical, mechanical, PD)
· Phase insulation damage
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All well and good.
But what (statistical, confidence) pass/fail limits to put on EAR values from a surge test?

“There are 3 kinds of lies:
Lies, damned lies, and 
statistics” 

-1907

(Note: Twain attributed this remark to British PM Benjamin Disraeli.)
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“Normal” distribution

A brief review of statistical behavior of data
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White noise (“Flat” or uniform distribution)
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Cyclic signal amplitude distribution
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Common effects in our measurements:

1. Mean (expected, or nominal) value

2. Measurement noise 
• Production process variation
• Sensors
• Signal conditioning (gain, discrete quantization steps in ADC…)
• Electrical equipment operating nearby (lights, motors, hoists, fork lifts…)
• Length, number & condition of test leads (2 wire? 4 wire?...)
• Calculations - numerical resolution & truncation (integer? floating point?...)
• Cyclic environmental effects (daily temperature, humidity…)

3. Modern surge test equipment is very high resolution, very sensitive

Now for some real surge test data…..
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How to Study This ? Gage R&R.

isixsigma.com

Repeatability is your ability to measure the same thing multiple times with the same measuring 
device, under the same circumstances and get the same answer. Reproducibility is the ability of 
you and your friend Charles to measure the same thing multiple times with the same measuring 
device, under the same circumstances and both of you getting the same answer.

Typical study:  2-3 people and 5-10 objects. 
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Trial
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Surge A-B

Surge A-C

Surge B-C
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Pre-VPI

A to Master, Forward

A to Master, Reverse

B to Master, Forward

B to Master, Reverse

EA
R

 %

Samples
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Post VPI
A to Master, Forward

A to Master, Reverse
(Phases B, C similar)

EA
R

 %

Samples
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Surge Test Variables:

1. Internal R,C in different instruments (waveform mastering)
2. Temperature time of day, soak time after transport
3. Humidity Rh, time of day, transport
4. Rotor position
5. Inductance batch of steel
6. Process long list…
7. Noise long list…

Decay rate ~ Coil resistance

T ~ Inductance
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Next, on a different DUT, the surge tester was set up to measure unconnected coils in a stator

Winding resistance 2 coils, test leads 1-2, 3-4, 
Winding resistance measurement voltage & current
Surge Comparison, Coil 1-2 vs master
Surge comparison, Coil 3-4 vs master

Automated cycling over a weekend, Friday PM till Monday AM, ~
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Max = 0.00473
Min = 0.00471

% = 2/471 = 0.4246%  ➔ 1.94 degF

Zoom

Winding resistance variation, 20000 samples Friday PM to Monday AM
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Noise floor
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Typical Surge Waveforms
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Various Anomalies in Electrical Testing
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img_3232.mov

PD Anomalies in HV Test Cables – film of dust on cables reduces achievable insulation test voltage
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Partial discharge measurement with internal to instrument or coupler (left) is much less sensitive than with antenna (right)
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Caution: High Voltage AC during insulation tests, couples easily to everything!
- Dirty cables, surface tracking
- Moisture
- Nearby conducting flat surface (steel cable)
- Dirty floor (conductive dust from grinding)
- Other cables in cable tray can induce voltage in test leads
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Take care !! 
a) Confirm the DUT connections are voltage-free before a test, ESPECIALLY at the MCC
b) Discharge the DUT after an insulation test, ESPECIALLY after manual test
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Further reading, if you’re interested: 


